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COLLECTIONS  FAMILY
Name and type of
activity
Time
Foci of skills
development

Minimum language
required
Organisation
Materials
Cross-curricular links

Absent minded flapping – a chant
5 mins

 Chanting and flapping in time
 Using learnt vocabulary to create new verses
 Keeping the rules when playing the game
 Improving concentration
Family members, clothes vocabulary
Words of the rhyme
Whole class
Flashcards of family members and clothes vocabulary
Copy of the rhyme with gaps for each L (Extension)
Music

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom so that there is enough room to sit in a circle.
Ask the Ls to sit in a big circle. Revise the names of family members and clothes vocabulary with the help of
flashcards.
Tell them to stand up, stretch their arms on both sides and hold their left hands with palms up and lift their right
hands up in the air. Then ask them to place their right hands with palms up into their neighbours’ left hand. Check
if they followed your instructions properly. Flap into your neighbour‘s palm and ask him/her to carry on like that
so that the flapping would go round. Start saying the rhyme and flapping as well.
Diddle diddle dumpling, my son John
Went to bed with his trousers on.
One shoe on, and one shoe off,
Diddle diddle dumpling, my son John.
The person whose palm you flap when you finish the rhyme is out of the game. He/she has to sit in the middle of the
circle with you and carry on flapping for the rhyme. Tell the outer circle to say the rhyme and start flapping as well.
Each L who is out of the game has to join the middle circle from where they do not fall out. When the middle circle
gets bigger than the outer one, swap with them and play the game until there are only two Ls left in the middle.
Cheer them in the last round together and clap the winner.
Practical advice:
In the original circle the L who starts the new round of flapping is the L whose left hand neighbour was out last. In
the inner, later the outer circle, the newcomer starts the new round of flapping.
Variation for Ls with whom you want to practise clothes vocabulary
Pull pictures of clothes from a set of cards by chance in each round and use these words in the rhyme. E.g. Went to
bed with his jacket on.
Extension
Write a new verse about an absent minded girl, e.g. ‘my daughter Yvonne, Dawn, Marion… ‘. You can also change
the place where he/she goes e.g. school. Give them the copy of the rhyme with gaps at these words and let them
write their version of the rhyme. Help with spelling.
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Baby boom – vocabulary game
5 mins

 Improving concentration
 Pronouncing new words accurately
 Keeping the rules when playing the game
 Understanding and accepting the feelings of others
Family members: grandfather, grandmother, father, mother, brother, sister,
baby
Whole class
Word cards of family members, Blu-Tack
Paper (A4 or A3), scissors, glue, coloured pencils (Extension)
None

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom so that there is enough room to play the game.
Ask the Ls to sit in a circle. Revise vocabulary in connection with family. Elicit the order of the members of the
family and put the word cards on the board according to this (grandfather, grandmother, father, mother, brother,
sister, baby).
Tell the Ls to stand up. Explain the rules of the game. Call out the name of the first family member (grandfather)
then ask the L standing on your right to carry on. The listing goes on like this until you get to baby. The L who says
baby has to sit down. Keep on listing the family members until there is only one L standing. Clap the luckiest L,
then play the game at least one more time. Make sure someone else starts the game.
Practical advice:
If you want to avoid being the winner of the game tell the sixth L on your left to start the listing with grandfather.
This way you are going to be the first one to sit down.
Variation for competitive Ls
Tell the Ls that they have to say ‘BOOM’ instead of ‘baby’. If somebody makes a mistake he /she has to sit down.
To make it more difficult you can add some new rules: choose two members instead of whom they have to say
‘BOOM’ and if somebody says ‘family’ the direction of the circle changes.
Extension
Make a family tree with the Ls.(For ideas see FACES topic – FAMILY – Family fruit tree activity.)
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The lonely cheese – action song
10 mins

 Thinking themselves into various roles and acting them out
 Singing in time and in tune
 Learning how to cooperate to form a family
 Understanding and accepting the feelings of others
The vocabulary of the song: farmer, dell, wife, child, nurse, dog, cat, mouse,
cheese
Family members (Extension)
Whole class
Word cards of family members
Objects: a hat, a bunch of flowers, a rattle, a kerchief, a bone, a yarn, a mouse,
a biscuit, a piece of cheese
Music

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom so that there is enough room to form a circle with the Ls.
Revise the family members by word cards. Tell the story of the song to them with the help of some objects: a hat, a
bunch of flowers, a rattle, a kerchief, a bone, a yarn, a mouse, a biscuit, a piece of cheese.
Ask a volunteer to be the farmer. Put the hat on him and tell him to go round the circle in the other direction than
his classmates are going. Sing the song together and tell the farmer to choose somebody to be his wife from the
group. Then it is the wife’s task to choose the next character while singing the song. Carry on like this until all the
characters are walking round.

The farmer’s in the dell,
The farmer’s in the dell,
E, I, a laddie oh,
The farmer’s in the dell.
The farmer wants a wife …
The wife wants a child …
The child wants a nurse…
The nurse wants a dog …
The dog wants a cat …
The cat wants a mouse …
The mouse wants some cheese …

Ask the farmer to choose a L to be the wife.
Tell the wife to choose a L to be the child.
Invite the child to choose a L to be the nurse.
Ask the nurse to choose a L to be the dog.
Tell the dog to choose a L to be the cat.
Tell the cat to choose a L to be the mouse.
Invite the mouse to choose a L to be the cheese.

The cheese stands alone …
The cheese stands alone, this L can’t choose anybody.
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Variation for Ls who are not so confident in choosing partners
Ask the Ls who would like to be the different characters and give them the objects: the wife the bunch of flowers,
the child the dummy, the nurse the kerchief, the dog the bone, the cat the yarn, and the mouse a biscuit. When the
farmer is going round the circle, he chooses his wife, the L with the bunch of flowers. Etc.
Extension
Write other verses to complete the song for the whole family. Grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins and other relatives
can be included in the song.
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Ageing – card game
30 mins

 Forming and pronouncing sentences accurately
 Comparing the age of family members
 Learning how to cooperate
 Keeping the rules when playing a card game
Family members
How old is he/she? He/she is …years old.
My father is older than yours.
Numbers from 1-90
My father is taller/thinner than your father. (Variation 2)
Group work
A set of cards showing family members and their ages for each L
(24 cards on two A4 sheets of paper)
4 sets of cards for demonstrating the game
Glue, scissors, 2 cardboard paper for each L
Science
Maths

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare the cards with the different members of the family (grandfather, grandmother, father, mother, sister, brother
4 times) and write different ages on the cards. Copy these for each L and 4 sets of cards (4 times 24) for yourself in
order to be able to demonstrate the game. Provide as many scissors as many Ls you have.
Ask the Ls to sit in a big circle. Revise the names of the family members with the help of the cards.
Talk about the people. T: How old is he/she? Ls: He/she is …years old. Then put two cards next to each other and
ask Who is older? The father is older than the mother.
Tell the Ls that you are going to play a card game and demonstrate it with 4 volunteers. Give them a set of cards
each to shuffle and hold them with the pictures facing down in their palms. Draw a card from your set, put it on the
floor and say a sentence about it e.g. My father is 38 years old. Then ask the person on your right to do the same.
Carry on like this until somebody puts down a family member that is already on the floor (e.g.: 2 grandfathers).
This player should compare the ages and say My grandfather is older than yours. If he/she is right he/she can take
all the cards from the floor. If the family members are different or the same, they shouldn’t compare the ages. The
winner is the one who has got the most cards at the end of the game. Keep on playing until everybody understands
the game.
Put the Ls in groups of four and ask them to sit back to the desks. Give the sheets of paper with 24 cards, sheets of
cardboard paper, scissors and glue to each L. Ask them to stick the sheet on the cardboard paper and then cut it into
cards along the lines. When they are ready they can start playing the game. Give them a time limit for the game.
Monitor and praise them. When the time is over tell them to stop and count their cards. Clap the winners.
Practical advice:
Copy the cards on different coloured paper because it is easier to sort the cards out at the end of the game.
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Variation 1 for Ls who need more practice with family members
Prepare cards on which are other members of the family e.g. uncle, aunt, cousin, grandson, granddaughter, niece,
nephew, great grandparents. Write the names (e.g. aunt, niece) on the cards so that you could recognize them. Play
the game following the same rules, but this time it does not matter if the members are not the same. They have to
compare the ages e.g. ’My sister is older than your cousin.’
Variation 2 for Ls who need more practice in numbers and comparatives
Write the height or the weight of the family members on the cards and say sentences about these.
Extension
Ask the Ls to prepare their own set of cards with real photos of their family members. This way you can practise
possessives and make the game more personal. Ask the Ls to say comparative sentences about their family members.
E.g. My mother is younger than my father.
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Organisation
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Cross-curricular links

Gather together – group formation
5 mins

 Understanding the amount of numbers and sentence structures
 Improving concentration
 Keeping the rules when playing a game
 Understanding and accepting the feelings of others
Numbers
Whole class
A tape recorder or CD player, a cassette or a CD with children’s favourites,
Post-it slips with numbers 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,12,14,15,16,18,20 (Variation)
Post-it paper with words on them (Extension)
Music
Maths

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom so that there is enough room to dance.
Put on some music the Ls like and invite them to dance together. When the music stops, say a number. Ask the Ls
to stand together in groups accordingly. E.g.: T stops the tape recorder or the CD player and says: Five. The Ls have
to form groups of five. All the others who can’t join any of the groups are out of the game. Ask them to sit back to
their seats.
Then the music goes on. After a while stop it and say a different number, e.g. three. The game goes on until there
is only a couple left. Praise everybody.
Practical advice:
Ls tend to stay together with their friends or Ls of the same sex. Praise the Ls who don’t behave this way and
understands the feelings of others.
Variation for Ls who are confident in mathematical operations
Write the following numbers on post-it slips: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20. Ask the Ls to take one and
post it on their chest. Put on some music. When the music stops say a number, e.g. four. Those Ls whose number
can be divided by 4, can form a group. Those who make a mistake are out of the game. Praise everybody.
Extension
Play the game with different words on post-it slips. Play the game the same way but when the music stops, ask
them to gather together and form sentences. Read these sentences out and after 4-5 rounds ask them to write these
sentences down in their exercise-books. Check the spelling.
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Hobby badges – project work
30 mins

 Intensive listening for clues to guess a person
 Exchanging personal information
 Experiencing the pleasure of creating something personal
 Developing self- recognition
I like …
reading, drawing, dancing, singing, playing the piano (or any other
instrument), doing sports, playing football (or any other ball games),
meeting friends, watching TV, etc.
Whose is this badge?/Who do you think this badge belongs to? It’s L3’s./I
think it’s L3’s.
Whole class
Individual work
Word cards of free time activities, coloured paper and pencils, glue, scissors
Art and Crafts

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom to have convenient places for Ls who would like to work separately.
Revise the free time activities with the Ls by the help of word cards. E.g.: reading, drawing, dancing, singing,
playing the piano (or any other instruments), doing sports, swimming, playing football (or any other ball games),
meeting friends, watching TV, etc.
Tell them to choose a word card in turns and say: I like reading. Do this activity until all the cards have been taken
including the most and less favourite ones as well.
Invite the Ls to prepare a special badge based on their favourite free time activities. Tell them to design the
baseboard of the badge first and decorate it with their drawings and writings but draw their attention not to
reveal their names on the badge.
Collect the badges and ask them to guess who they belong to. T: Whose is this badge?/Who do you think this badge
belongs to? L1: It’s L3’s.
Practical advice:
For the next lesson laminate everybody’s badge and stick a safety pin on the back.
Variation for motivated Ls
Invite the Ls to prepare a special name card for themselves (or even for the others) to express their names or the
specialities about their personality. Tell them to draw symbols the others can guess. Ask the Ls to guess what is
important for each L.
Extension
Ask the Ls to stick their hobby badges on their chest, walk around and tell each other what they think their
classmates like doing in their free time. Give them a time limit and then tell them to sit in a circle on the floor.
Ask them to take off the badges and invite them to recall what the others’ favourite activities are. L1: L2 likes …
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Leisure and pleasure – vocabulary game/battle ship
20 mins

 Pronouncing and intonating questions and answers accurately
 Using logical way of thinking
 Learning how to cooperate
 Keeping the rules when playing the game with a partner
Days of the week
Free time activities
Do you … on …? Yes, I do. No, I don’t.
Whole class
Pair work
A chart for the T for demonstration
2 charts for each L
Coloured pencils
Game

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare a chart with days and free time activities. Fill in a chart for demonstration.
Give a chart to each L. Read out the days and the activities which are in the chart together. Tell the Ls that you do
the four activities on four different days and that they have to find these out. Elicit the question and the answers:
Do you visit your grandparents on Monday? Yes, I do. No, I don’t. Write these sentences on the board. Tell them
that they should put a cross in the column where you don’t do anything, so that they wouldn’t ask it again. Let the
guessing go on until they find out at least 2 activities.
Then put the Ls in pairs and give them a chart each. Tell them to mark when they do the different activities with
a tick in the chart. Then they ask each other in turns and mark each other’s answers with a cross or a tick in the
same chart, using different colours. Clean the question and the answers off the board if they are confident enough
in using them. The winner is the one who finds out all the activities first.
Variation for Ls who have richer vocabulary
Play the game with more activities.
Variation for Ls who are not so confident in reading written words
You can draw the activities instead of writing them.
Extension
Ask the Ls to choose one of the days and prepare a poster about all the activities they do on that particular day.
They should write and draw on the poster as well.
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Chart
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
play tennis
visit grandparents
read a book
swim
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Noughts and crosses – structure game
20 mins

 Using different structures to form sentences
 Using logical way of thinking
 Improving cooperation and tolerance
 Keeping the rules when playing the game
Basic verbs e.g.: read, write, dance, sleep
I can …/I can’t… I … on Monday.
Vocabulary of sport or any other vocabulary (Variation 1)
Group work
Pair work (Variation 2)
Chart on the board
Two different coloured chalks
Chart on paper, coloured pencils for each pair (Variation 2)
Maths

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare a chart with days of the week and simple verbs to practise sentence formation.
Draw the same chart on the board.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

play …
go …
read …
draw …
sing …
say …
write …
Put the Ls in two groups. Show them the chart and read the words out together. Tell them that you are going to play
a game called Noughts and Crosses (AMŐBA in Hungarian).
Explain the rules in English or Hungarian. Give a different coloured chalk to each group. Ask a volunteer from
group 1 to come to the board, choose a word and say a sentence e.g. I can play tennis on Friday. or I play tennis on
Friday. Then he/she can put a cross in the appropriate column. Ask a volunteer from group 2 to do the same. The
aim is to have 5 crosses (the same colour) next to each other in any direction (vertically, horizontally or diagonally).
Let the groups discuss where they would like to put a cross before they send somebody to the board but give them
a time limit (1min). Make sure each member of the groups has a chance to say a sentence. The winner is the group
with more points, 5 crosses next to each other.
Practical advice:
Play this game to practise any other structures.
Variation 1 for Ls who cannot read and write in English
Play the game with picture cards of sports or any other vocabulary. The Ls have to call out the name of the card
before they cross it out.
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Variation 2 for confident Ls
Prepare the same chart on a sheet of paper. Put the Ls in pairs and give them a copy of the chart. Tell them to use
different coloured pencils to play the game.
Variation 3 for very competitive Ls
Tell them that it is enough to have 4 crosses next to each other in any direction. This allows them to collect more
points, because it is more difficult to prevent the other group from collecting points.
Extension
Play a skipping rope game to practise the days of the week. (For more details see FACES topic – CLASSMATES
AND FRIENDS – Say! Skip! Play! activity.)
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Chart
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
play…
go…
read…
draw…
sing…
say…
write…
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Apples, peaches – a rhyme
5 mins

 Pronouncing words accurately
 Chanting in time and in tune
 Keeping the rules when playing the game
 Improving concentration
The vocabulary of the rhyme
When is your birthday? It’s in …
Months
Whole class
Word cards of months, paper, felt tip pens
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom so that there is enough room to form a circle with the Ls.
Revise the vocabulary of months by word cards.
Ask the Ls to stand in a circle. Stand in the middle and ask them to keep their hands in front of them and clench
their fists. Say the rhyme together and start counting on the Ls fists one by one by the rhythm of the rhyme. Where
the rhyme ends ask the L when his/her birthday is.
Apples, peaches, pears and plums,
Tell me when your birthday comes.
T: When is your birthday?
L1: It’s in April.
Go on counting from January to April in the circle on the Ls’ fists. From L1 it is the fourth child in the circle. Then
it’s L2’s turn to stand in the middle and count the fists by the rhythm of the rhyme. When the rhyme ends, he/she
asks the next L. L2: When is your birthday? L3: It’s in December.’ L2 counts out the 12 months on 12 Ls’ fists.
When everybody has had a go ask the Ls to whisper the names of the months together, one after the other. When
they reach the month of their birthday tell them to shout it very loudly. This way you can hear how many Ls have
their birthdays in the same months.
Variation for Ls who need to practise reading
Shuffle the word cards of the months and ask the Ls to take one. Stick it on their clothes and start playing the game
the same way. When the rhyme ends ask the question: When is your birthday? It’s in April. This time, don’t start
counting, just ask the L, who has that month to come to the middle and carry on with the game. It is possible that
there is more than one L with the same month. In this case the L in the middle can choose who should carry on. If
they are less than 12, give two cards to some of the Ls.
Extension
Prepare a birthday calendar chart with the Ls. Ask them to write their names in the appropriate place.
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Month trance – vocabulary game
10 mins

 Intensive listening to find written words
 Improving quick reaction and concentration
 Keeping the rules when playing the game
 Improving tolerance and modesty
Months
Days, seasons (Variation)
When is your birthday? (Extension)
Whole class
Pair work
Mingle (Extension)
Worksheet with the twelve months for each pair
Coloured pencils
Chart for a birthday survey and a gap filling activity for each L (Extension)
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare a worksheet with the written forms of the months at random in it.
Put the Ls in pairs and give a worksheet to each pair. Read out the names of the months together.
Explain the rules of the game in English or in Hungarian. Tell them to choose a different coloured pencil. Call out
a month. The quicker L to find the month on the worksheet can circle it with his/her colour. Carry on like this until
there are no more months left. Then ask the Ls to count how many months they could circle. The winners are the
ones with more circles. Praise everybody.
Practical advice:
If there is an odd number of Ls (15, 17, etc.) choose a confident L to be the conductor of the game. He/she can call
out the words for the others.
Variation 1 for Ls who have richer vocabulary
Put extra words on the worksheet: months, days and seasons at random
Variation 2 for Ls who need well-organized work formation
Make a chart with the twelve months written at random in it. Play the game with this.
Extension
Make a survey about birthdays in the class. Give a chart to each L and ask them to walk around and ask the others:
When is your birthday?
When they have asked everybody they can fill in sentences with the collected information.
Tomi’s birthday is in June.
Kata’s birthday is in September.
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Wordy – competition for revising vocabulary
15 mins

 Associating first letters with words
 Reporting back on results of collecting words
 Improving cooperation
 Keeping the rules when playing the game
Animals, food, fruits, vegetables, environment
Buildings, objects and clothes (Variation 2)
Group work
Pair work (Variation 2)
Paper and pencil for each group
Chalk
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Write the three categories on the board: Animals, Food, Fruits and Vegetables, Environment. You can draw little
pictures instead of the written forms.
Put the Ls in groups of three and ask them to choose a name for themselves. Write these names on the board. Tell
them that you are going to have a competition in which they will have to collect words. Explain the rules in English
or in Hungarian.
Give a piece of paper to each group and ask them to copy the words or the pictures on them. Then choose a letter from
the alphabet e.g. ‘T’. Ask the Ls to collect as many words beginning with this letter as many they can think of in each
category (e.g. tiger, tomato, tree…). Tell them that they don’t have to write, they can draw instead and it’s no problem
if they can’t write a word in each category. If they choose to write the words, don’t correct their spelling mistakes
while you are playing. Give them a time limit (2 mins).
When the time is over ask them to put their pencils down. Ask the groups in turns to call out the things they have
written or drawn. Give each group a point for each correct word they list.
Then choose a different letter and play the game the same way. Choose at least 5 letters then add up the points of the
groups. Clap the winners and praise everybody.
Practical advice:
Give the Ls more categories: Objects, Buildings and Clothes.
Play this game at the end of the year when you want to revise vocabulary.
Variation 1 for beginner Ls
Tell the Ls that they can use their English books and exercise books while they are playing the game.
Extension
After the Wordy game, tell the groups to choose a word from their list which they can spell properly. Ask them by
turns and give a point for each correctly spelled word. Each word can be spelled only once. Count their points and
see if they could change the result.
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Yarn-web – vocabulary game
15 mins

 Pronouncing months accurately
 Practising vocabulary within a topic
 Keeping the rules when playing a game
 Developing manual skills and coordination
Months
Vocabulary in connection with seasons (Variation 1)
Whole class
A ball of yarn
Maths

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom to have enough space to play the game in.
Ask the Ls to stand in a circle. Make sure that the distance is the same between the Ls. Tell them to try to stand
still, always at the same place. Count together how many they are altogether.
Give the yarn to one of the Ls and tell him/her to name a classmate and throw the yarn to him/her keeping the end
of the string. Make sure that the string is stretched enough to continue the game. Help the Ls wind up the yarn in
case it is dropped or falls.
The yarn goes round this way until everybody has a go. By the end of the game they make a web.
Ask the last L holding the yarn ball to start winding it back. Start naming the months together while he/she is
winding the yarn up. Say the next month only when he/she gets to another L. Those who are not holding the string
any more have to sit down.
Variation 1 for Ls who have richer vocabulary
Choose a season and tell the Ls and collect words in connection with it. Use these words to play the game.
T: Summer.
L1: Ice cream. He/she throws the yarn to another L.
L2: Swimming. He/she throws the yarn on.
Variation 2 for Ls who are not very good at ball games or with hands
When the web is ready start naming the months, still holding the string, and when you get to December ask the Ls
to throw the web up in the air and shout ‘Hooray!’
Extension
When the Ls are familiar with the activity and very good at throwing the yarn they can throw the ball until it
completely runs out. Now it is much more difficult to find a new word, catch the yarn and even wind it up.
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Minimum language
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Organisation
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Cross-curricular links

Catch me red handed – vocabulary game
5–10 mins

 Listening to match words and pictures
 Improving quick reaction and concentration
 Keeping the rules when playing the game
 Improving tolerance
Vocabulary of buildings e.g.: church, hospital, post office, bank, railway
station, police station, playground, swimming pool, shops, newsagents,
school, restaurant
Prepositions of place (Extension)
Group work
Pair work (Extension)
Flashcards of buildings
Word cards of buildings (Variation)
2 blank maps for each L (Extension)
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom to have enough space to play the game.
Revise the vocabulary of buildings with the help of flashcards.
Put the Ls in two groups and make them sit next to each other in a row, opposite the other group. Give everybody
a number which they have to memorize, start from one in each group. Put the pictures of the buildings between
the two rows, also in a row. Call out a number and the name of a building. The Ls who have that number in each
group have to touch the appropriate picture. The one who touches the card first can take it for his/her group. Carry
on like this until there are no more cards left. Then ask the groups to count how many cards they have. The winner
is the group with more cards.
Practical advice:
If there is an odd number of Ls, give somebody two numbers or tell him/her to say the name of the buildings
instead of you.
Variation for Ls who are more confident in recognizing written words
Use both flashcards and word cards in the game. They can only take the card which is touched first no matter
whether it is a picture or a word card. This means more opportunities to call out names.
Extension
Give each L a map where the buildings are marked as little squares. Ask them to decide and write the names of the
different buildings in the squares. Then put them in pairs, give them an empty map each and ask them to dictate to
each other where the buildings are in their town. E.g.L1: The church is in the middle. The school is in front of the
church. L2 writes the names (church, school…) on the empty squares.
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London bridge – action song and tug-of war
15 mins

 Understanding and singing a song
 Cultural awareness
 Learning how to cooperate
 Keeping the rules when playing a game with a partner
The vocabulary of the song e.g.: wood, clay, bricks, mortar, iron, steel
Whole class
Group work
Skipping rope
Pictures of bridges, glue, paper, pens (Extension)
Game
Culture

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom so that there is enough space to form a circle with the Ls.
Ask the Ls to sit in a circle on the floor and tell them the story of London Bridge and the ideas that people had about
building it up again and again. Speak about the materials they needed and teach new vocabulary: wood and clay,
bricks and mortar, iron and steel.
Invite the Ls to play a game. Ask two volunteers to raise their hands up and hold each other’s to form a gate. Tell
them to choose names for themselves e.g.: London or Bridge. L1: I would like to be London. L2: I would like to be
Bridge.
Tell the others to hold hands and go round under the gate and sing the song together.

Reaching the end of the verse the gate holders put their arms down and catch a L by their hands and ask: Who do
you choose? London or Bridge? The L chooses one of them and stands behind him/her and holds his/her shoulders.
Then the gate holders raise their arms up and the Ls continue singing the song.
Build it up with wood and clay,…
Wood and clay will wash away,…
At the end of this verse the gate holders put their arms down and catch a L again. They ask the same question:
Who do you choose? London or Bridge? The L who is stuck under the gate, chooses London or Bridge and joins
him/her. The gate holders raise their arms up and the game goes on.
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Build it up with bricks and mortar, …
Bricks and mortar will not stay, …
The same happens at the end of the verse. Then the Ls sing the last verse.
Build it up with iron and steel, …
The Ls start singing the song again and keep doing the same actions until everybody has joined one of the gate
holders. This way there are 2 lines facing each other. Ask the Ls to count how many children there are on both
sides. Elicit how they can arrange the Ls to make it equal, to have the same number of Ls on both sides. Arrange
the Ls and take a strong skipping rope to play tug-of-war with it. Draw a line between the two groups on the floor.
Tell the Ls to hold the rope on both sides and start pulling it at a given sign. T: Ready, steady, go! or One, two, three.
Stand in the middle to judge the game. If the first person from any of the groups steps over the line, the other group
wins the game. Choose two other volunteers for the next game from this group. Praise everybody.
Practical advice:
After a couple of games the skipping rope can be stretched out or damaged. It is better to play the game with a
thicker rope and the Ls hands can’t be hurt by it either.
Variation for more active Ls
Ask the gate holders to catch 2 Ls at a time and change places with them. This way more Ls can have the
opportunity to hold the gate.
Extension
Prepare a booklet of famous bridges. Ask the Ls to collect pictures of bridges they know. Write their names and the
place where they can be found under the pictures.
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Mary and her lamb – chain game with a song
10 mins

 Understanding the story of the song
 Pronouncing new words accurately (especially: lamb)
 Coordination of movements
 Building confidence in others
The vocabulary of the song
Buildings and places in town
Whole class

Materials

Word cards of places (Extension 1)
Storybook (Extension 2)

Cross-curricular links

Music
Sports and Games
Children’s Literature (Extension 2)

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom so that there is enough space to form a circle or take your class to the playground to play
the game.
Ask the Ls to sit in a circle on the floor. Tell the story of the song to the Ls in a funny way. Elicit ideas where else
can the lamb follow Mary in a town.
Invite the Ls to play the game. Tell them to form a circle, hold and raise their hands up in the air to form a gate.
Choose someone to be Mary who is going to walk around the Ls in and out the circle. The other Ls are Mary’s
lambs who follow the girl everywhere.
Start singing the song and ask Mary to walk around, choose one of the Ls, hold his/her hand and keep walking
together. Tell L1 to choose the next lamb to go together with them and it is L2’s turn afterwards. Keep on singing,
playing and choosing other Ls from the circle until all the children are in the chain.
At the end of the song ask the Ls to hold each other’s shoulders to form a train to take the lambs to a meadow. Ask
the lambs to close their eyes, Mary keeps hers open and leads the train to the meadow. Invite everybody to sing
the song together and keep the train chain moving by the end of the song when they reach the meadow. Praise
everybody!

And everywhere that Mary went,
Mary went, Mary went,
Everywhere that Mary went
The lamb was sure to go.
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It followed her to school one day,
School one day, school one day,
It followed her to school one day,
Which was against the rule.
It made the children laugh and play,
Laugh and play, laugh and play,
It made the children laugh and play
To see a lamb at school.
Variation 1 for beginner Ls who need more practice to memorize each others’ English names
Play the game with the Ls’ English equivalents of their real names instead of using Mary.
Extension 1
Elicit ideas of other places they can visit together in a town. Collect these ideas and prepare word cards of them.
Ask the leader of the chain to choose one of them and give sounds in connection with the place. When the Ls eyes
are closed they have to guess which place they are approaching. Stick this word card somewhere in the classroom
you would like the Ls to reach by the end of the song.
Extension 2
Tell the story of The Pied Piper of Hamelin. Act it out together.
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The wheels on the bus – action song
10 mins

 Understanding and singing a song
 Thinking themselves into various roles and acting them out
 Keeping the rules when playing a game
 Cooperation
The vocabulary of the song
Words to create new verses (Extension 1)
Left, right, forward, backward (Extension 2)
Whole class
A steering wheel (toy, paper plate, …), wheels (4 small umbrellas), a cap for
the driver, bibs for the babies
Any other accessories for the other characters
Music

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom to have enough room to act out the song.
Ask the Ls to bring and put their chairs in two rows close to each other forming a bus. Ask a volunteer to be the bus
driver sitting in the front and give the steering wheel and the hat to him/her.
Ask four Ls to spin the umbrellas round and round imitating the four wheels of the bus.
The others can take part as mummies, babies, dogs and cats. Let them decide what they would like to be.
Ask the Ls to get on the bus and act out their characters. The Ls say the lines of their characters. Eg: The driver
say: Beep, beep, beep, …
At the end of the song change roles according to their needs.
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Variation to use the game as an open-air activity / in bigger classrooms
Assign 4 different places for bus stops as far as possible. Let the bus driver decide on the route the bus goes and
the order he/she collects all the passengers from the bus stops. Sing the song together with the Ls according to the
route. The order of the verses of the song always changes according to the bus driver.
Extension 1
Tell the Ls to find out new verses for the song.
E.g.: The mice on the bus go squeak, squeak, squeak, …
Extension 2
Teach new vocabulary: left, right, forward, backward.
Ask the driver to say these directions loud and the others follow and bend according to them as if the bus was
moving.
Then sing the song and act it out the same way as the original one or the variations.

